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1. Introduction
This is the continuation of the previous paper [11], in which we attempted
the improvement of the remainder estimate for the eigenvalue distribution of
the elliptic operator of order 2m with Holder continuous coefficients of top
order. We use the same notation as in [11] if not specified.
Let us recall the situation. Let ίl be a bounded domain in Rn. We con-
sider a symmetric integro-differential sesquilinear form
B[u, v]=\ Σ a
Λβ
(x)D*u(x)Dβv(x) dx
and a closed subspace V of the Sobolev space Hm(Ω)f and assume the following.
(HI) Hΐ(fl)c:Vc:Hm(Ω).
(H2) There exist C0^0 and δ0>0 such that
B[tt,tt]^8olMli-C0|N|§ for any
(H3) The coefficients a
ωβ
(x)(\a\ + \β\ ^2m) are bounded on Ω, and for
some τ>0 the coefficients of top order satisfy
REMARK 1.1. Since an element of .ίZF(ί2) can be extended to an element
of gΓ(P?) (see [10], [20]), we may assume that
(1.1) Σ a«
β
(x)ξ*+β^δ0\ξ\2m for
\Λ\ = \β\=m
by modifying the values of a^ outside Ω and replacing δ0 with another constant
if necessary.
Let Jl be the self-adjoint operator associated with the variational triple
{S, V, L2(Ω)} , and let N(t) (=N(ty B, V, L2(Ω))) denote the number of the eigen-
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values of Jl not exceeding t. Then in general, the asymptotic behavior of N(t)
is given by
(WF1) N(t) = μJjn)t«2m+O(# -'>'*m) as f-»oo
with an appropriate constant θ, 0<0^1 or
(WF2) N(t) =
 μjl(Ωl)tn/2m+O(t(n-v'2m log t) as Z-> oo .
In [11] we proved that (WF1) holds with θ=τ for 0<τ^l mainly when
n=l, improving the known estimate θ=τ/(τ+l). Moreover we derived the
asymptotic behavior of the trace U(t) of the heat kernel :
(WFΓ) U(t) = r — + l/*jι(Ω)r"^+0(*τ- >*») as t
when 0<τ<l, and
(WF21) t/(ί) - r( — + l)μJl(Ω)Γn'2>»+0(tW2m logr1) as\2m '
when τ=l under the assumptions that 2m>n and that Ω has the restricted
cone property. (WFΓ) and (WF2') are weak versions of (WF1) with θ=τ
and (WF2) respectively, for
17(0 = Γ e-tsdN(s).
J-oo
By these results we are tempted to conjecture that (WF1) may hold with
θ=τ for 0<τ^Sl in general and that therefore the optimal estimate θ=l may
be attained when r— 1.
In this paper we want to take a step for solving this conjecture. Here we
give main results. We recall that
Γ8 = {#eΩ; dist(*, 9Ω)<£>, Γe = {x<=Rn; dist(#,
Theorem A. Suppose (H1)-(H3) and that Ω is a bounded domain. In
addition we suppose one of the following.
(a-D) m=l; the coefficients a
cύβ
(x)(\a\ = \β\=l) are real-valued', V=
Hl(Ω) and sup
ε>0 1 Γ8 1 /6< oo .
(a-N) m= I the coefficients a
Λβ
(x) (\a\ = \β\=l) are real-valued; Ω has the
extension property (see [3]) and sup
ζ>0 1 Γε | /β< oo .
Then (WF1) holds with θ=3τ/(2τ+3) when 0<τ<3, and (WF2) holds when
τ=3.
REMARK 1.2. Theorem A improves the result by Mόtivier [9] that (WF1)
holds with 0=τ/(τ+l) for 0<τS*l, although we restrict ourselves to the
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case (a-D) or (a-N).
Theorem B. Suppose (H1)-(H3) and that Ω is a bounded domain. Under
one of the following conditions (WFΓ) holds when 0<τ<l, and (WF2') holds
whenτ=\.
(a-D) or (a-N) of Theorem A.
(b) 2,rn>n\ and Ω has the restricted cone property \
(c) V=H"(Ω.) and 9Ω is in C2m-class.
REMARK 1.3. As was stated above, in the case (b) Theorem B has already
been proved in [11]. Hence the proof will be given only for the case (a-D),
(a-N) or (c).
Further we treat the cases where the coefficients of top order satisfy the
following condition (H4), which is weaker than that of [11, Theorem A. (ii)-(in)].
(H4) The coefficients a^(x) (\<χ\ = \β\=m) can be written in the form
a
Λβ
(x)—b
oύβ
p(x)Λ+β with some real constants b
Λβ
 and p(x)=(pι(x), •••,
Pn(xϊ) where pj(x) is a function only of x. for each l^j^n.
Theorem C. Suppose (H1)-(H3) and that Ω is a bounded domain. In ad-
dition we suppose one of the following.
(d) m= 1 (H4) F=#J(Ω) and sup
e>0 1 Γ8 1 /€< <*> .
(e) 2m>n\ (H4) and Ω has the restricted cone property.
Then in the case (d) (WF1) holds with θ=r when 0<τ<l, and (WF2)
holds when τ=l. In the case (e) (WF1) holds with θ=τ when 0<τ<l.
REMARK 1.4. In view of Remark 1.1 it is seen that the conditions (H2)-
(H4) imply that^y(#) (ί^j ^n) is a real-valued function in ^ (Rn) and that
(1.2) 0< inf p (x)^suρ p (x)<°° .
x<=R? χς=Rn
For the proof of Theorem A, which will be given in Sections 2-6, we ap-
proximate Jl by operators Jlz with C°° coefficients and derive the asymptotic
behavior for the spectral function of Jlz. Then using the properties of N(t, JB,
V, L2(Ω)) we get Theorem A.
In order to derive the asymptotic behavior of the spectral function we fol-
low the idea of Seeley [19]-we construct the fundamental solution of the Cauchy
problem for the wave equation by the Hadamard-Riesz method ([17]), apply the
inverse Fourier transform with respect to the time ί, and use the Tauberian ar-
gument.
For our purpose we need the fundamental solution only in the time before
the wave reaches the boundary and expand it up to any order so that the error
term is sufficiently smooth. To evaluate the error term, we use not the ener-
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gy inequality but the rough estimate for e(t, x, y), which can be derived from
the estimate for the heat kernel by Davies [3]. We also need to elaborate the
Tauberian argument used by Seeley.
For the proof of Theorem B in the case (a-D), (a-N) or (c), which will
be given in Section 7, we approximate <Jl by <_At again and construct a paramet-
rix for the heat equation for Jlt by pseudo-differential operators. The global
rough estimate for the heat kernel plays an important role. We don't have to
pass through the construction of a parametrix for the resolvent kernel, as we
did in the case (b) in [11].
The proof of Theorem C, which will be given in Sections 8-10, is based
on the fact that the spectral function can be found explicitly for the operator on
L2(R") which has the same principal symbol as ^A9. We use the method of the
wave equation in the case (d), and the method of the resolvent kernel ([8]) in
the case (e).
In the proofs we use the following fact : if Ω satisfies the conditions in The-
orems A-C it follows that
(C
(1.3) I d(X)-"dX^ C(logr'+l)
hω
-' (CΪ->
for 0<Z<1 and/>>0 where C>0 is a constant depending only on^> and Ω.
In concluding this section we define some notations. Let N denote the set
of nonnegative integers. Let d(x) denote the Euclidean distance from x to 9Ω.
For τ=k+σ>0 with an integer k and 0<σ^l and/e^Λ*) we set
| / l o = sup |/(*)|, |/ |
τ
.
\X — y\
χ*y
Most of the constants, which will appear in the proofs, depend on one of the
following constants:
Σ3 Kβlo,
In the proof of each lemma or proposition below we will use one and the
same symbol C to denote constants which possesses the same property of the con-
stant stated in the lemma or the proposition. When we distinguish these con-
stants, we write Clf C2, ••-.
2. Construction of the fundamental solution of the wave equation
Throughout Sections 2-4 in addition to the assumptions of Theorem A we
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assume that V=Hl(Ω) or H\CΪ) and that a
aβ
<=$™(R") (\a\ = \β\ = 1) and
. We set
and
(ft,(*)) = (*"(*))-' . G(«)
where e. is the unit vector whose jth element is 1 .
From (1.1) it follows that
(2.1) δoiεi2^JJ/'(*)£«?/^διlfl2 for
and
(2.2) δr'Ifl^ΛX*)^^.-'!?!2 for
with 81=wM0. We introduce the Riemannian metric ^Σ
ni,j»\gij(x)dxi®dxj on
/Zn. cj? is written in the form
and the Laplace operator is given by
(2.3) Δ = -|= Σ 8,
The exponential mapping exp* is defined by expjCz;=Λ:(l, τ;) where v=(ϋ!,
• ••, ί;
n
) denotes a tangent vector Σy-i ^/9/9^)« an<i ^(^j ^) is the geodesic satisfy-
ing
We also define the mapping e
x
 by
Then there exists /?o>0 independent of Λ; such that the inverse function expj1
exists on {y^Rn\ \x— y\<R0} and such that ex is a diffeomorphism from
{u^Rn\ \u\ <RQ} into Rn. Hence the geodesic distance r(xyy) from x to y is
defined and satisfies
(2.4) cr^
with f^Λ1'2 max{δl/2, δ^1/2} ^  1 when \x—y\ <R0. We set
(2.5) dl(
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Let XQ^Ω, be fixed. For a given /^C^(ίl) with supp/C{#; \x— XQ\<
</ι(#o)/3} the function u(t, x)=(cost\//^Ji f)(x) satisfies the Cauchy problem for
the wave equation in Z/2(Ω) :
(2.6,
I fi(0, *)=/(*), 8χθ,*) = 0.
In order to solve (2.6) by the Hadamard-Riesz method we introduce an analytic
family of distributions 0(V)(s) on Λ, which is defined by
for Reι><l, and can be analytically continued to the entire plane C by the
first equality of the following:
(2.7)
a
Let us find the solution of (2.6) in the form
(2.8) u(t, x) = (cos
when |£| <d1(xQ)/3c1 where
(2.9)
/=0
and 7?jv(/; *, Λ?) is the error term. When (n— 1)/2— /^O the integral in (2.9) is
in the distributional sense, and can be justified by
(2.10)
= βgnί -β,
 ί
) d
with ι;=(n— 1)/2— /, an integer & with &— z/>0 and F(y)=Aι(x,y)f(y) where
^S1*"1 denotes the unit sphere and e
x
 and ψ are defined by
y = e
x
(u) , dy = ty(u)du .
We have /,(/; ί, Λ?) = 0 when \x— x0\ ^2d1(x0)β and \t\ <d1(x0)/3c1) since
.f
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Therefore //(/; ty •) is a function in C7(Ω) when 1 1 \ <dί(xQ)l'3cl.
Using (2.3) and
diAd.r for
where d/dr is the derivative along the geodesic, we have for any C°° function A,
ax
On the other hand, an elementary calculation shows that
; 0, *) - W-WG(*y*AJx, *)/(*) , 9A(/; 0, *) = 0 ,
Hence we are led to the following conditions on Al and /?#. The amplitudes
AI satisfy the transport equations: A^=0 and
(2.11) 4r^~- (Jί(r2)+2n-4l)Al+JίA^l = 0 (/eJV)
αr
with the initial value
(2.12) Λ(*> *) = 2-1^-(n-1)/2\/G(^) .
The error term RN(f; t, x) satisfies the Cauchy problem in L2(Ω):
(2 13)
where
Lemma 2.1. .For |«— ΛO | <2d1(Xo)j3 and \y—x0\ <d1(x0)!3 we have
(2.14) A0(x, y) = 2-lπ-< n-»'2 VG(x) Γdet
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(2.15) Al(x>y} = -A,(X,y) f ^Jo
for /^ 1 where v is defined by x=expy v.
Proof. Set
g*j(v) = ΣJ %*,(*)^ , G*(v) = det(*f,(fO)
• J-ι
By (2.11) and the well known equality
we have
_ _
r
_
λ
 _A
dr dr 8 G*(v)
This combined with (2.12) gives (2.14).
When 7^1 (2.11) is equivalent to
dr\ A. 4Λ '
from which (2.15) follows. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.2. Let |ί|<^0)/3^ι and K=[n/2]+2. If ΛΓ^3[n
then we have
where RN is continuous in (t,xίy)^(—dί(xQ)l3cl,d1(x0)/3c1)xΩχ{y; \y—xQ\<
ι^(*o)/3} and given by
(2.16) RN(t, X,y) =
Moreover, for an integer k with Q^k^N—3[n/2]—5, RN is a Ck function of t and
(2.17) β Aίί, *^y) =
Proof. We note that g
w
(/; ί, ) <Ξ CΓ(Ω) C Π °j-ι
Since 9^((»-i)/2-^)(
ί
2
-
r
2) is JV-[»/2]-l times diίFerentiable, it follows that
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for 0^z+2/^ΛΓ-[»/2]-l, especially for (z,»=(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0). Therefore
the solution of (2.13) is given by
(2.18) RN(f; t, *) = Γ sin(^-ίy^gjy(/. ^  χ) ύ
Jo
 Vo?
As will be seen later (Lemma 5.7), the operator
sin(g—
N/JM+1)*
has a bounded integral kernel which is a C1 function of ί. Hence we get (2.16)
from (2.18).
(2.17) follows from (2.16) by integration by parts. Q.E.D.
Summing up, we conclude the following.
Lemma 2.3. Let Al and RN be as in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. For /eCJΓ(Ω)
with suppfc.{x^Rn\ \x—x0\<d1(x0)/3} the solution of the Cauchy problem for
the wave equation (2.6) in L2(Ω) is given by (2.8) and (2.9) when \t\ <d1(xQ)/3c1.
3. Fourier transform of the fundamental solution
In this section we find the inverse Fourier transform of Qtθ(*\f— r(x,y)2)
with respect to t by a direct and elementary method. Let us begin with the
lemma concerning the Bessel function. Let /
v
(#) be the Bessel function and let
-* (-1)*
Lemma 3.1. For
(3.1)
v
 5
Proof. We proceed by induction on v. When ι/=0, it follows from
/1/2(z)=2sinz/(\/πz) and the formula
" .
([14]). Let us denote the left hand side of (3.1)
v
 by G
v
(#). Suppose that
(3.1) !^ has been proved. Differentiating G
v
(#) under integral sign and using
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(3.1)
v
_! and the formula
with z=xt and v replaced by u+1/2 we have
xG'
v
(x)+2vG
v
(x) = 2V*^v-ι(*) ,
which implies that G
v
(x) satisfies the same differential equation of first order as
\/π£
v
(x). In addition, it is easily checked that G
v
(x) is bounded in a neigh-
borhood of *=0. Hence we get (3.1)
v
. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.2. Let IzΞN, 0^/^(n— 1)/2, \X-XQ\ <2dl(xϋ)/3 andf<=CZ(Ω) with
supp/C {ytΞR*\ I y-x0\ <d1(x0)/3}. Then
(3.2) Γ eίtλdt(
J-oo J
for \^R where i=χ/^T
Proof. By the continuity in X we have only to prove when λ Φ 0.
First suppose that n is odd. From (2.10), integration by parts and the
formulas
v+1 , _JΛ - ,2 / V 7Γ
we see that the left hand side of (3.2) is equal to
foo / - I \(n_i)/2-/ / ί
2 I cos t\ dt Qt( -La, ) r»-ψ(r) drJo \ 2t ' Jo
f°° / "X \2
= 2V^ j
o
 (y)
where
Wr) = ί J
s
»-ι^(
1 0
Then the lemma immediately follows.
Next suppose that n is even. The left hand side of (3.2) is equal to
Λ
/2-/-i n
 r
n-l
ί
°
o
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1 x I «-2/-i f °°
 r
*-ιp(r\ dr(°° I ^  I r*<^(»~i)/2-/( I ^  I
Jo V ' Ji Λ/F^Ί
This combined with Lemma 3.1 yields the lemma. Q.E.D.
REMARK. In the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we often carried out inter-
change of integrations and differentiation under integral sign, which are not so
difficult to be justified.
Let us choose ρ^S(R) (the set of rapidly decreasing functions) satisfying
(3.3) /5(0)=1, suPP/5c(-l,l),
inf p(λ) — c0>0 > p' even
([18]) where β(ΐ) denotes the Fourier transform of p(λ):
For δ>0 we put ρ
δ
(λ)— δp(δλ) and have βB(t)=β(tj8). We denote by e(\, x,y)
the spectral function of Jl and put
(3.4) £(λ, x, y) = sgnλ ^λ2, x, y) .
For a fixed x0^Ω, set S=d1(x0)/3c1. Taking the inverse Fourier transform of
(2.8) multiplied by $
δ
(£), using Lemma 3.2 and putting χ=y=χ0 we get the fol-
lowing.
Lemma 3.3. Let N ^  3 [n/2] + 5 . For X e R and x^Ωwe have
±-ps * dE(\, x} x) = Σ Mι(*, Λ?)PO * ( I λ I "-2'-
8=d1(x)l3c1 arid
4. Tauberian argument
In this section we derive the asymptotic behavior of E(\, x, x) from Lemma
3.3 by the Tauberian argument. For simplicity we often write E(\) for
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E(\, x, x). Roughly speaking, the Tauberian argument ([5], [6], [15], [18], [19])
states that
p * dE(\) = na,\«-l+O(\«-2) as λ->oo ,
implies
E(\) = as
For our purpose we must investigate precisely the effect by δ and the terms of
lower power of λ. Our starting point is
(4.1)
Using
we have
(4.2)
2 J-
(pt*dE)(μ)dμ-{pt*E(\)-E(\)}.
I E(\±S-l)-E(\) I ^ δ-'pβ * dE(\) ,
p(<r)\E(\-<rS~l)-E(\)\dσ
p(σ) pt -> dσ .
Here [σ] stands for the largest integer which is not greater than σ for a real
number σ. For k e N, N ^  3[n/2]+5 and xe Ω put
f°°C?ι(X, όy k) = 0$ * I X I , G^fΛ/, o, K) = \ el *βiί(t) \t\ dt
 9J-oo
G3(λ, δ, ΛΓ, *) = Γ JUfiMRdt, x, x) dt.J-oo
In view of (4.1), (4.2) and Lemma 3.3 we need the following estimates.
Lemma 4.1. There exists Ck>0 depending only on k such that (i)-(iv) hold
for λ>0, δ>0, Lt=N and k<Ξ^N, and such that (v)-(vi) hold for λ>0, x<=Ω, 8=
dι(x)l3clt K=[n/2]+2 and Q<^k^N— 3[n/2]—5.
(i)
(H)
(iii)
(iv)
IΓ G1(μ,81
U-λ
L
l = -L
Σ G2(\+18~\ 8, k)
'-
 TJ
G2(μ, δ, k) dμ
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(v) Σ.GAX+IS-^B.N.X)
(vi)
Here and in what follows we set
(4.3) 3lNtk(x) = max sup ί, x,x)\.
REMARK. We will show later (Lemma 5.8) that
Proof, (i): Since pe<S(Λ) we have
^ Σ G 1, 8,k) = Σ Γ /
I=-L J-oo
ί/o-
p(σ) Σ
'
ζ-K *-/
which is the desired result.
(ii): When k is even, (ii) immediately follows from
Γ G1(μ,δ,k)dμ=(λ dμ{~ p(σ)J-\ J~λ J-°°
dσ
When Λ is odd, we have
Sλ Λ λGι(μ, S,k) dμ = 2 J G^/^, δ, Λ) dμ~
-f r-(f n
The first term is easily evaluated. The second term is evaluated by Cδ"*λ,
since
sup ξl
Hence (ii) follows.
(iii): By integration by parts we have
for
λ* Σ
J=-L
-\ S,k) =1 Γ el»dkt{ ΣI J-oo l = -
Σ Σ (—)*lδ-t \t\t-* dtgc(L+ιγ+ιδt
-S t1+t2+*j=* ; = -£ \ δ /
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from which (iii) follows.
(iv): When k=0, (iv) follows from
5λ rλ rs\G2(μ, δ, 0) dμ = 2π \ Sp(Sμ) dμ = 2π \ p(μ) dμ
-λ J-λ J-θλ
When k^ 1, we have
{λ f oo iλf ,,-iλfGtf/*, S, k)dμ=\ β /
-λ J-~ lί
and
^(^-1)! + | \I J
(8
Jo /=
from which (iv) follows.
(v): By integration by parts and (4.3) we have
* Σ G3(\+lS-\S,N,x)
= I (~ *iλ'9ί{ Σ eil«%(t)RN(t, x, x)}dtI J— oo 1--L
= C f Σ! Σ (4-)*1 δ-*^ 19ί° R*(t, x, x) I dt
J-ί t1+»2+*3=t ;=-£ \ δ /
^ c (8 Σ (£+i)*+1δ-*ι-*2 5i
w
 *(») i < 12*-2*-
J-8 ft1 + A2 + *3 = *
from which (v) follows.
(vi): In the same way as in (iv) we have
Γ G3(μ, 8, N, x)dμ = 2i fJ-λ Jo ^N(t, *, *) Λ
and
*, *,
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from which (vi) follows. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.2. Let N^5n and K=[nβ]+2. There exists CN>0 depend-
ing only on N and M0 such that for
\E(\,x,x)-μJί(x)\»\^CN{\A0\0d1(x)-l\»-l+
when dι
Proof. We can take k=N—5n in Lemma 4.1 since 3[n/2]+5^5n. The
lemma follows from (2.12), (4.1), (4.2), Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1. Q.E.D.
5. Estimates for AI(X} y) and dktRN(t, x, y)
Throughout Sections 5 and 6 we assume the assumptions of Theorem
A. Moreover we assume that V=Ho(Ω) or IP(Ω) in the case (a-N).
First we construct the operator cJ?g approximating <Jl. For τ=&+0">0
with an integer k and 0<σ^l we take a function φ^O%(R") satisfying
supp φd{x^R" |Λ?|<!} and
φ(x)dx=l,
R" JR"
([10, Lemma 5.1]), and put φ9(x)—ε~nφ(x/β).
For £>0 we consider the form
B.
where
[U,<D]=\ ilgl'WDtuMDtfddx, D, = -i£-
JΩ ij = l OX;
From the properties of φ it follows that
(5.1) i gί'(χ)-g»(x) I ίίcε\ i Q gϊ
for some constant C depending only on M
τ
, and some constant C
Λ
 depending
only on a and M
τ
.
Until the end of Section 6 we take 0<£0<l/2 sufficiently small and as-
sume 0<£<£0. Then from (2.1) and (5.1) it follows that
(5.2) -1 S0 1 ξ 1 2fg ±^ ^ 'WW/^δx I I I
and that S8 is therefore coercive.
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We define (&,//)> <-Λ> ri(*dO> .^i ^e.iC*), Λ,/(*>J>)» #8,* etc. for ( '^) as we
defined (£f ; ), c^ ?, r(#, j), q, */ι(#), ^/(ΛJ, j), /?# etc. for (g**) in Sections 2-4. In
view of (5.2) we have
(5.3) ctwl = (2n)^ max fδί'2, 8^ .
In order to evaluate Att and d
k
tRtfN we begin with estimating the deriva-
tives of the exponential mapping. Let y^R* be fixed and v a tangent vector at
y. The exponential mapping exρtty is given by exp^ v=x(ly v). Here x(t, v)
is the geodesic satisfying
(54)
where
Lemma 5.1. L ί^ 0<τ^3 αwrf |or |^l. Γ/r^β ^^ώfo C
Λ
>0 depending
only on a and M
τ
 such that
1 9? exp,., ϋ I ^
when Ivl^S1-7*3.
REMARK. We note that
3 exρf ty v
dv
where / is the identity matrix.
Proof. For simplicity of notation we prove the lemma when n=\. The
proof also works when n^.2 only with a little change of notations. We put
ξ(t,v)=*jL(t,v)
at
and have
where
Γ.(«) = Γi.πί*) .
By (5.2) and the property of the geodesic we have
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(5.6) -Sτ^ξl^ Σ &.„(*)£& = Σ L.oO'K^δ
^ t»J—l *»/ — 1
from which it follows that the solution of (5.4) exists on Λ.
Let I ί I ^  1 and | v \ ^  S1-"'3. From (5 .5) it follows that
Here we omit z> for simplicity. By (5.1) and (5.6) we have
Hence GronwalΓs inequality gives
(5.7) |9χί,»
By induction we will show that
(5.8), 1 8**(f , ι>) I ^  Cΐ^-**1, 1 8*f (ί, v) I ^  C^
when k ^ 2. We have
for k^ 1 where Fttk(t, v) is a (2, l)-matrix given by
It is easily seen that
(5.9), |FM(i
when ^—2. This combined with GronwalΓs inequality gives (5.8)2.
Suppose &^>3 and that (5.8)/ holds for any /, 2^/^£— 1. Then we get
(5.9)* using (5.8), for l^l^k— 1 and noting that \G\<LCS9 for some σ^R
implies | d
v
G \ ^  C^"1 where G stands for either Til\x) or Q*x(a^l) or
dβ
υ
ξ(β^0). Then (5.9)
Λ
 and GronwalΓs inequality yield (5.8)*.
Finally we obtain the lemma by putting t— 1 in (5.7) and (5.8)*. Q.E.D.
We need an elaboration of the inverse function theorem.
Lemma 5.2. (i) Let f=\fl9 •••,/„): {*; |*| <r}->Λn be a C2 function
satisfying f(ϋ)=Q and
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for some K>0 and L>0. Set
r'-mmlr
I ' 2KL* 2nn\nL\f(0)\»-ιy
r
 g —. _L
4|/'(0)|ϋ: ' 2K '
Thenf'1 exists on {y\ \ y\ <δ} and maps it into {x\ \x\ <r'}. Conversely f
maps {x\ \x\ <r"} into {y\ \y\ <δ}. Moreover we have
(5.10) I /'(*) I ^ 21 f(0) I , I det/'(Λ?) | ^ — | det/'(0) |
2
when \x\ <r', and
when \y\ <δ.
(ii) In addition, suppose that f is a C°° function. Then for a multi-index a
with \a\ 2^2 each element of the derivative 3*/"1 is expressed by a finite sum of
terms of the form
'(*))-'Π %'f,
where p^l and \ βl \ + + | βn \ —J= \a\-l with J denoting the number of j such
that I βjI ^ 1, and Cpteύtβlf...tβn is a constant depending only onp, a and βlf •••, βn.
REMARK. For a matrix A=(ai}) we define its norm by
\A\ =
Proof. Let |x\<r ' and \y\<S. Put
Fy(x) = F(x) = x-f(
Then we have
\F(x)\= f(ΰ)-l\y-^ {f(tx)-f'(ΰ)}dt 3e\
£K\y\+—KL\x\2^—r'+—r' = — r'
and
\F(X)-F(x')\ = /'(O)-' [ if'(0)-f(tx+(ί-t)x')}dt (x-X')
JO
v v v\X—X I r== I X—
A
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Hence F9 is a contraction on {x\ \x\ ^3r'/4}. Therefore there exists x such
that Fy(x)=x, that is, y=f(x) with |#|<3r'/4. Thus it has been proved that
f~l exists on {y; \y\ <δ} and maps it into {#; \x\ <r'} (5.10) follows from
and
I det/'(*)-det/'(0) \^n\nL\x\(2\ /'(O) | )-' .
By (5.10) we have
!/(*)!= Γ/'(«*)*ΛJo
Hence /maps {#; |#|<r"} into {^
Since
we have
/'(*)-' = Σ (/-/'
from which (5.11) follows.
(ii) follows from Cramer's formula and
Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.3. Let 0<τ^3 and |#|2^1. There exist C^l depending
only on M
τ
, and C
Λ
>0 depending only on a and M
τ
 such that the following holds.
(i) exp^J, exists on {x\ \x— y\ <C161~T/3} and satisfies
1 9? exp-}| ^O
Λ
SminW-w+1'V .
(ii) The geodesic distance rf(x, y) can be defined and satisfies
when \x-y\<C1ε
1
-
r
^.
(iii) d9>1(x)=mm{d(x
Proof, (i) and (iii) follow from Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and (5.3). (ii) follows from
(i) and
(5.12) r.(*, y)2 =
For simplicity of notation we put
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and have
(5.13)
Lemma 5.4. Let 0<τ^3, | a \ i>0 and l&N. There exists C7>0 depend-
ing only on I and M
r
 such that
when \x-y\
Proof. From Lemmas 2.1, 5.2 and 5.3 the lemma follows by induction.
Q.E.D.
In order to evaluate dktRttN we need the estimate for the heat kernel by
Davies.
Lemma 5.5 ([3]). There exist O>0 and δ>0 depending only on M0 and
Ω such that
(-ίcΛ)](Λ?,y)| ^Cmaxίr'/2, 1} expj-δ*
for
Lemma 5.6. There exists O>0 depending only on MQ and Ω such that
for λ^O and x,
Proof. We follow the idea of Hϋrmander. By Lemma 5.5 we have
Cmaxίr11/2, 1} ^  Γ e-'^efa, x, x)
J-o
S ilt e-W&Cλ, x, x) = e~le9(llty x,y) .~o
This combined with
I *f(λ, *, y) I ^ ^f(λ, x, *)1/2*β(λ, y, y)1/2
gives the lemma. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.7. Let K= [n/2]+2. The integral kernel of
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is uniformly bounded with respect to ty s and 8 when (ty s) varies on a compact set
T. The bound depends only on MQ, T and Ω. Furthermore it is a C
1
 function
of(t,ή.
Proof. By integration by parts we see that the integral kernel of (5.14)
equals
- \~F(t,s,\)et(\,x,y)d\Jo
where F(t, s, λ) satisfies
JΎf...^ = -Usin(*-*)^}
ct/_\ K sin z
with S(z)=*z~3(z cos %—sin z) and
-+
I ΔZ
Using Lemma 5.6 and
sup |5(^)|<oo, sup sm* <00,
we get the lemma. Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.8. Let 0<τ^3, \t\ <d9tl(x)βc,tl, K=[n/2]+2 and O^k^N—
3[n/2]— 5. Then we have
•Sif , N.k(x) ^ ^JV
jy w α constant depending only on N, MT and Ω.
Proof. Noting that (JL-\-\)K is written in the form
with
and using Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and (5.13) we have
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^ ί
-10
when |ί| <dt.1(*)/3ctil. Combining (2.17), (5.15) and Lemma 5.7 we get
I dktR,,N(t, x, x) I ^  I (' ds \ 2
I Jo JrgCz.jcr^
which is the desired result.
6. Proof of Theorem A
Q.E.D.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem A. Let 0<τ^3. We put σ=l —
τ/3 and have
by Lemma 5.3. We note that </8)1(#)λ^ 1 holds when C^λ^ 1, έ/(Λ?)^Cι€τ and
τ>σ, or when Qβ^λ^l, d(x)^C1β<r and τ^σ. Applying Lemma 4.2 to c^?g
and using (1.3), Lemmas 5.4 and 5.8 we have for N^5n
(6.1)
I J j
,,o I
 Oλ"-
1
when C1£
max{T
'
<r}X^l and fλ^l. Here and in what follows we use CN to
denote constants depending only on N, M
τ
 and Ω.
From (5.1) and the interpolation inequality it follows that
(6.2) B[u, u]^(l+Cετ)-\Bt[u, ul-C^-^llallg)
with some constant C depending only on M
τ
 and Ω. By the properties of
N(t,B, V,L2(Ω))(=N(t,B)), (5.1), (6.1) and (6.2) we have
(6.3) N(\2, B) ^  N(\2,
= ΛΓf((l+Cετ)λ2+C£1-2)
-
1
 iogβ-1+ε-<rλ"-1
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when CΊ£max{τ'σ}λ;> 1 and 8 λ^ 1. Now we take λ0 sufficiently large and put 8=
λ
-3/(2τ+3) for λ ^  λo in (6.3). Since
1_ 3σ
 =
 3τ
 _3(σ— 2)_1 = — T
2τ+3 2τ+3 ' 2τ+3 2τ+3
taking N sufficiently large we get
-
1
 log λ}
Q
'
for λ^X0. In the same way we get the estimate from below. Hence we
obtain Theorem A, although we have assumed V=Hl(£ϊ) or Hl(£ϊ) in the case
(a-N).
For general V in the case (a-N) Theorem A is also valid, since
N(t, B, Hl(Ω))£N(t, B, V)£N(t, B, £P(Ω)) .
Thus we complete the proof of Theorem A.
7. Proof of Theorem B
We begin with the proof of the following.
Proposition 7.1. Let Ω, be a bounded domain satisfying sup8>0 1 Γ8 1 /£< oo .
Let {c^?8}0<ε<ε0 be a family of self -adjoint operators bounded from below on L2(Ω)
satisfying the following conditions.
(I) The operator Jlz is a realization of a uniformly elliptic operator. More
precisely, the domain of definition D(Jl^)i)CQ(£ϊ) and
JLzu= Σ a,Λ(x)D«u for\Λ\^2m
with Λ 8 e^° °Ω and
Σ ^»Γ^δ0|||2- for Λr|Λ|=2m
where S0>0 is a constant independent of x, ξ and 8.
(II) The heat kernel of <JL^ satisfies
!
for any x,y£ΞΩ and £>0 where C2) C3 and δ are positive constants independent
°f %>y> t and 8.
(III) For some T, 0<τ^ 1 the coefficients a
ζf0ύ(x) satisfy
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where C^>0 are constants independent of x and 8.
Then we get the estimate for the trace U
ζ
(t) of the heat kernel:
(7.1) I u^-c^μ^w^i ^ctw2* (logr'+ε-1)
for 0<^min{£2w, 1/2} where c
Λtm=T(n/2m+l) and O>0 is a constant indepen-
dent of t and 8.
To prove Proposition 7.1 we construct a parametrix for the heat equation.
We set
.
\Λ\=j
Let #eΩ be fixed. Choose tc^Oo(Rn) satisfying supp/eC{#; |Λ?|<!} and
*(*)== 1 for I x I ^ 1/2, and set
For t>0 and/eC?(Ω) with supp/c{Λ;; \x—z\ <φr)/2} we define
Htf(x) = (2π)-» J J^ e^-^e-"^f(y) dy dξ .
Then from the theory of pseudo-differential operators ([7]) we have
(7.2)
ψ = as
n
(7.3)
where Λ
ί>2 is the pseudo-differential operator with symbol
with the sum taken over Q^k^2my 0^ \a\ ^2m— k, β^a and
When a>β we have
y=ι
with the sum taken over \rγj \ ^ 1 (l^j ^/) and /^l where CYl>...fV/ is a constant
depending only on γly •••, 7/. In view of (7.2), (7.3) and/eD(<^ϊ8) we have
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from which it follows that
(7.4) JC|>- .^](#, z) = Jt[Ht](zy z)-JC [(' e-(t-s)Λ*RStgds~\(z, z).
To evaluate the term involving R
sz we prepare two lemmas.
Lemma 7.2 ([2]). For a multi-index a there exist C>0 and δ>0 depend-
ing only on n, m, a, δ0 ana CβQ with \β\ — 2m (see the condition (III) of Proposi-
tion 7.1) such that
I f ^(-Λfg-β-ί C.tyίf ^
 Cr(«+|*|)/2m eχp ί _§/h
have
Lemma 7.3 ([2]). Le* α> — 1, /?> — 1, δ>0 αwrf q=ί/(2m—ί). Then we
t Γ f / |
v
 ί y ^ m X ί / I - ^ |2ι»\9(
ί
-J)-/» H-ί-./2«^ΛΓ ^expj-δM*"*1 ) -s(\*-y\ J
exp _
/or βwy δ', 0<δ'<δ where C>0 depends only on, n, m, a, β and δ'.
In particular , when m=l we have
, 5) is the Beta function.
Using Lemma 7.2 we have
(7.5) I JC[Rt,,](X, y) I ^  Cr"/2" exp
x Σ β
mfa
*,Λ,^
We divide the sum in (7.5) into two cases: (i) &— 0 and β=a, which imply
|α|^l; and (ii) Λ>0 or β«x. Then (7.5), the condition (II) and Lemma
7.3 yield
(7.6) JίjT e-(t-s)Jί,RStZds\z, z)^Crn^m txp(C36"2mt)
2
*>θor/3<ίβ
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It is easily seen that
(7.7) WHΆ(*,*) = c
n9nμj£*)t-*~.
By (1.3), (7.4), (7.6), (7.7) and the condition (II) we get
-tJt I f y v\ *K\HΛ(<?*^βj (Z, Z) — cA 1/ZfJ (Z, .
Ct~nί2m + ί c
!
" \Qgrl+ετ-ltl/2m+£τtl/2m logr1)
when 0<ί^min{£2wι, 1/2}. Then Proposition 7.1 immediately follows.
Now we will derive Theorem B from Proposition 7.1. As was stated in
Remark 1.3 we give the proof only for the case (a-D), (a-N) or (c). We may as-
sume that V=Ho(Ω) or H\Ω) in the case (a-N) by the same reason as was
stated in the proof of Theorem A. We define the sesquilinear form
-^ι ^ΛβC^/ ^  u(x)L) v(x) dx-\-\U) ^)jr2(Q)
with
where φt is the mollifier defined in Section 5. B9 is coercive when 0<£<£0 for
some £o>0. Let <JLZ be the operator associated with {jB8, V, L2(Ω)}. Then it
is easily checked that the condition on Ω and the conditions (I), (III) of Proposi-
tion 7.1 are satisfied.
In the case (a-D) or (a-N) the condition (II) follows from Lemma 5.5.
In the case (c) we derived (II) in [13], which was not explicitly written, in
the process of obtaining the estimate for the kernel of (<^?
ε
+C£~2>n—λ)""1 by
using the L^-theory ([1], [21]).
Now that all the conditions of Proposition 7.1 have been checked, we get
(7.1) . As was given in [11], it follows that
U(t) ^ expίCf1-2^) Z7f((1 - CεT)ΐ).
This combined with (7.1) gives
when 0 < ΐ^ min {ε2m, 1 /2}. Putting ε=tl/2m we get
^(O-^^^Wr^^C^-^/^+^^^
for sufficiently small t. Similarly we obtain the estimate from below. Thus
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we complete the proof of Theorem B.
REMARK. The method in this section gives an alternative proof of The-
orem B for the case (b) when V=H$(Ω), since the conditions of Proposition
7.1 are satisfied in this case, too (see [22, Lemma 5.1]).
8. Spectral function in the whole space
This section is devoted to the preparation for the proof of Theorem C.
We assume pj^^
00(Rn) (l^j^ri) in addition to the assumptions of Theorem
C, and note that (1.2) holds.
Let us find the spectral function for the operator bL on L2(Rn) defined be-
low, which has the same principal symbol as Jl. We define the differential ex-
pression L by
L = L(x, D) = (L>(*, D),.-., L
n
(x, D)),
and set
A /'v TΎ\ X1 A Γ*+β A/'ίΛ "V* A £<*+β0/Λ#> U) — 2-i OfiβLt , o(ς) — 2j ^βς -
From (H2) and the inverse of Garding's inequality it follows that b(ξ)>0 for
}. Let bL be the self-adjoint realization of bL(x, D) on L2(Rn):
D(1L) = H2m(Rn) , ϊ>Lu = bL(x,D)u for u<=D(bL).
It is easily seen that the function
δ(*,y, ξ) = Π (Pj(χ)Pj(y))-1'2 eχP(if y J'^ X*)-1
satisfies
(8.1) Lfa D)β(x,y, ξ) = ξjGfay, ξ) (l£j£*) -
Lemma 8.1. (i) The resolvent for bL is given by
(8.2) (h-\YlM = (2*)- /ω dy dξ
for λeC\[0, co) andf<=S(R").
(ii) The spectral function e(t, x, y) for 5L is given by
e(t, x, y) = (2*)- β(x, y, ξ) dξ .
In particular, we have
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(iii) When 2m>n,
Proof. To check the differentiability of the right hand side of (8.2) under
integral sings we set
Since /e<S(jR") we have
Q*XF(X, ξ) = j 8ίέ?(«, y, ξ)f(y) dy = j Q.(x, ξ)β(x, y, ξ)f(y) dy
where Q
Λ
(x, ξ) is a polynomial in ξ satisfying
for some constant C independent of x and f . Using new variables
(8.3) Y,
we easily obtain
Hence we can differentiate the right hand side of (8.2) under integral signs.
By (8.1), (8.3) and the Fourier inversion formula we have
j J 5(*, j, |)/(J) rfx « =/(*) ,
from which (8.2) follows.
(ii) follows from (i) and the formula for the resolution of the identity
~ 1 Γ*+δBt = lim lim -L- {(bL-(σ+i£))-ι _(j£_(σ_ifi))-i}έi, .
δ-^+0 «->+o 2τrι J-°<»
The first equality of (iii) easily follows from (i). By interchanging integra-
tions and integration by parts we have
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=
 f- 8(t,x,y)dt _ f
Jo t-\2 Jo(t \)
which is the second equality of (iii). Q.E.D.
In the rest of this section we assume m=l. Let bL denote the realization
of bL(xy D) on L2(Ω) with the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition. Let
#0eΩ be fixed. For a f unction /eCJΓ(Ω) with supp fd{\x—xQ\ <d(xQ)/2} let
us put
(8.4) E(f ;*,*) = J~ cos ί v/λ rf
λ
 ( J^ *(λ, *, y) f(y) rfy)
J J cos ί x/ 6(f) S(χ, y, ξ)f(y) dξ dy .
The second equality of (8.4) is obtained by letting £-»-f-0 in
f " e-^ cos t v/λ d
λ
 (\ e(\, x, y)f(y) dy]
Jo \JR* /
cos t
which is verified in the same way as the second equality of Lemma 8.1. (iii).
In view of (8.4) we have E(f\ t, x)^C~(RxRn). Further by using new
variables (8.3) and applying the theory of pseudo-differential operators it is
seen that E(f\ t, x) is the solution of the Cauchy problem in L2(Rn) :
(8.5) « ">-β
(tf(0, *)=/(*), 8,fi(0,*) = 0.
From the theory of the wave equation it follows that
supp /£(/;*, )c{*; |#— xQ\<d(x0)}
when \t I <d(x0)/2Sι where δi was defined in (2.1).
Hence E(f\ t, x) is also the solution of (8.5) with ίL replaced by bL.
Therefore the spectral function e(\, x, y) for bL satisfies
(8.6) j
o
" cos t V λ d
λ
 (JQ e(\, x , y ) f ( y ) dy)
cos t V λ d
λ
 *(λ, χ,y)f(y) dy
when \t\ <d(x0)/2S1. We define £(λ, x0, x0) and -E(λ, x0, x0) for bL and bL re-
spectively in the same way as in (3.4). Taking the inverse Fourier transform of
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(8.6) multiplied by /ό(ί) with respect to t we obtain
x0, x0) = μjι(xo) ps*(n \ λ | Λ"1)
where p is the function defined in (3.3) and 8=d(x0)/2S1. Using (4.1), (4.2)
and Lemma 4.1 we get the following.
Lemma 8.2. Let m—l. Then
\*\ £
when d(x)\^ 1 where C is a constant depending only on M0.
9. Proof of Theorem C in the case (d)
In Sections 9 and 10 we assume the assumptions of Theorem C. We write
β
(#, D) for L(x, D) in Section 8 with p. replaced by p
ίtj=φζ*pj and denote by
ίz the operator associated with {Bε, V, £2(Ω)} where
(9.1) B,[u,v]
We note that p9tj satisfies
(9.2) I p,.j(x)-pj(x) I ^Cε\ I d p9J(x) I ^
for some C depending only on Λf
τ
, and some C
Λ
 depending only on a and M
τ
.
Lemma 9.1. /# ίA^ case (d) α e Aαz;^
I JC[e-*Λ ] (x, y) I ^ Cr '2 exp c^-2 t-S
C α#rf δ αr^ positive constants depending only on M
τ
 and Ω.
Proof. Let <Λ'9 be the operator associated with |β£, F, ίr2(Ω)} where
5ί [H, »] = J Σ ft^ p(x}«p(xY D«u D*~
JQ |Λ.=|β|=l
It is easily seen that
(9.3) Jίz = Jlί+q
where
q(
x
) = -λ±b.jpίίp^-λ ±btt
By Lemma 5.5 we have
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(9.4) I JC[exp(-ί cA')] (*,y)\£C4 r"/2 exp(-δ l*=£l
From (9.3) it follows that
(9.5) e-*Λ, = e-tJlί- ( '
 e
-(t-s)Jl
s qe-sJl'9 ds .Jo
To solve (9.5) for 0— ^ A we set
Γ0(ί) = e-tJlί
Tk+l(t) = Γ Tk(t-s) qe-sΛί ds (k^O) .Jo
By induction, (9.4) and Lemma 7.3 we have
(9.6) I <X PV<)] (*. y) I ^  C4 (C«g^ ^  I g ' ')' r «^ * exp (-
Then it is seen that
β
-*J. = Σ(-l)*ri(ί)
where the series of the right hand side converges in the operator norm and that
(9.7)
Noting that | j|0^C5T~2 and using (9.6) and (9.7) we have
** exp
from which the lemma follows. Q.E.D.
Lemma 9.2. In the case (d) we have
I *f(λ, Λ?, ^ ) I ^  CλΛ/2 exp (C£-2 λ-1) .
/or λ>0 where C>0 w α constant depending only on M
r
 and Ω.
Proof. The lemma follows from Lemma 9.1 in the same way as Lemma
5.6. Q.E.D.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem C in the case (d). Applying Lemma
8.2 to Jlz and using (1.3) and Lemma 9.2 we have
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for X^max {£-1, 2}. This combined with
B[u, u]^(l + Oετ)-\Bt[u, u]-C
yields
(9.8) ΛΓ(λ2)^ΛΓ
β
((l+θ£τ) λ2+θ£τ-2)
1
 log λ)
when λ^max {£-1, 2} . Putting f^λ"1 in (9.8) we get
1
 log λ)
for sufficiently large λ. Similarly we get the inequality from below. Thus
Theorem C has been proved in the case (d).
10. Proof of Theorem C in the case (e)
For the proof in the case (e) we follow the resolvent kernel method.
We write oϊf for bL in Section 8 with p. replaced by pttj. Then Lemma
8.1 gives
/ i n Ή #ΊY 3 ' λ W l f v ΛΛ nπ\Lm (v\( χ\-ι+»/2m\Λ.\J Λ.J <.J\t \\jLJfi,^ f\ι I J l Λ / j Λ l — fJU j j V 4 ^ / V / '
sin i rίTf I jLTfί}
If we Λvrite (9.1) in the form
B
ζ
 [u, v]=( Σ <Λβ(x) D*u Wv dx ,
we have
/in 9\ \n* (γ\ n ίV\^L\J.L,J J U
Λ
Q\Λ,) U0β{Λj
^ (\a\, \β\gm).
By (H2), (10.2) and the interpolation inequality we have
(10.3) Bt[u,u]^\\u\\2m-C6r-*"> \\u\\l
for 0<£<£0 if we choose £0>0 sufficiently small. Then it follows that
(10.4) |Si[u>ιι]-λ(tt,ιι)|^CBj^(|NL+|λ|^||ιι||β)2d(\)
when I λ I ^ C6 £
r
-
2m
 for some constants C5 and C6 depending only on Mr and Ω.
If we replace Ω with ΛΛ, (10.3) and (10.4) are also valid.
Lemma 10.1. For any p>Q there exists Cp>0 depending only on p, Mr
and Ω such that
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when 0<€<ε0, λeC\[0, | λ | J2(λ)=dist (λ, (0, <χ>]).
Proof. The lemma is essentially due to Maruo and Tanabe [8, Lemmas
4.1, 4.2 and 7.2]. Taking care of the dependence on 6, using (10.2) and (10.4)
and following the argument of [8] we obtain the lemma if we add the condition
|X|^e-*".
For example, in the proof of [8, Lemma 4.1] we have to estimate
Σ al
β
(x)
and
dx
for a fixed z^Ω where ψ was defined in Section 7. Using (10.2) and the in-
terpolation inequality ([8, Lemma 3.4])
we have
I,SC I λ I -<"-«'"-(IH|.+ 1 λ I
) I λ I ι/»«)-ι n m
when |λ| ^max{£~2>w, In the similar manner /2 can be evaluated.
Based on these estimates the lemma can be obtained. Q.E.D.
Now we apply PleijePs formula ([16]) to e,,(
 9x, x). In its original form
PleijePs formula needs the assumption that the support of ez( , x, x) is contain-
ed in [0, oo ), but we may weaken it to the assumption that the support of
ef( , xy x) is bounded from below. Hence we have
(10.5) eΛt, x, x) I JC[(Jl
e
—z)-1] (x, x) dz
2πi J^(λ)
for t^6~2m^ τ>0 and λ—t+ir where L(\) is an oriented curve in C from X to
λ not intersecting the interval [—£~2|W, oo).
By (10.1), (10.5), Lemma 10.1 and the same calculation as in the proof of
[8, Lemma 8.3] we get
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(10.6) \e,(t, x, x)-μjl9(x) tnί*m\ ^
for any 0<0<1 when t^6~2m where C
θ
 depends only on 0, M
r
 and Ω. Putting
θ=τ and integrating (10.6) on Ω we have
when ί^>β~2m. Then the same calculation as in the case (d) leads us to Theorem
C in the case (e).
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